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Better Start Bradford Partnership Board Minutes 
Thursday 23 February 2023 

Via Zoom 

 

Meeting Started: 17:30 

Meeting Ended:  19:10 

Present:     

 

Vipin Joshi Community Board member (Chair) 

Sarah Hinton Board Member, Bradford Trident 

Alex Spragg Programme Director, Better Start Bradford 

Josie Dickerson Programme Director, Innovation Hub 

Sarah Worstead Senior Manager of Integration and Change (Health and Care) for 
Women and Children, Bradford District and Craven Health & Care 
Partnership (in place of Ruth Shaw) 
 

Sarah Exall Consultant in Public Health, CBMDC 

Lisa Brett Head of Service for Early Help and Prevention, Children’s Services, 
CBMDC (items 1 to 6 only) 
 

Samina Begum Community Board member (Vice Chair) 

Gazala Taj Community Board member 

Karen Tetley Community Board member 

In Attendance  

Gill Hart Funding Manager, The National Lottery Community Fund 

Gill Thornton Head of Programme, Better Start Bradford 

Sola Onifade Contract and Implementation Manager, Better Start Bradford 

Laura McClarty Postgraduate Researcher, University of Leeds (items 1 to 7 only) 

Guy Dove Senior Programme Administrator, Better Start Bradford 

Apologies for Absence: 

 

Shummel Uddin Salma Nawaz Ruth Shaw Marium Haque 

Carlton Smith Gwen Balson Olga Dolganiuc  

    

1. Welcome, Introductions and Apologies 

Vipin welcomed everyone to the meeting and noted the apologies.   

 

Everyone introduced themselves to each other.  Sola is the new Contract and Implementation 

Manager at Better Start Bradford. 

 

The low attendance was noted but there are no decisions required at this meeting. 
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2. Minutes of the Previous Meeting – 15 December 2022 

The minutes were accepted as a true and accurate record.   

 

 

3. Matters Arising actions table 

Alex recalled that the Partnership Board chose to recommission Bradford Doulas conditional 

on data quality and submission being improved by 31 March 2023 and targets and dates being 

put in place.  Also, the next training course is to be in the BSB area. 

 

The project has accepted these terms.  Gill Thornton shall give a verbal update under item 7, 

but we are helping them to find a suitable location in the BSB area for volunteer training to be 

delivered later this year.  Additional SystmOne training has been given by Richard Scholes. 

 

 

4. Declarations of interest 

There were no declarations of interest. 

 

 

5. ‘Getting to know you’ session – Lisa Brett 

Lisa has worked in Bradford for 13 years, in various roles.  She lives in Haworth and has lived 

in Bradford district all her life.  She was born just outside Keighley and lived in Riddlesden and 

then Haworth.  She went to Oakbank School then Keighley College.  She has a dog (which is 

a big part of their lives), a partner and Lisa’s mum lives in Oakworth.   

 

Sadly, Lisa’s dad died when she was 18 months old in a road accident and she has no siblings.  

Her mum had four sisters and Lisa spent much time as a child with her extended family.  Family 

was a big part of her life when she was growing up.  Lisa shared that she had a nice childhood 

though they did not have much money, but she was provided for quite well.  She spent lots of 

time with her grandparents and went on holidays with them. 

 

Lisa studied nursery nursing at Keighley College, then worked for Bradford College and ran 

mobile creches for ESOL courses provided for women with English as an additional language.  

She had no car and would travel on the bus with a rucksack filled with toys and materials for 

the creche. 

 

Lisa has travelled extensively, including living on a kibbutz, working as a nanny in the USA 

and on a campsite in France.  She spent three winters providing childcare in a ski resort and 

she also ran summer activities for children.  Her mum then told her she should get a ‘real job’ 

and she secured a role with Keighley Asian Women’s and Children’s Centre where she spent 

several years and now sometimes sees children she cared for as adults in work.   

 

Lisa then managed a programme in Kirklees and childcare partnerships before becoming a 

Sure Start Local Programme and Children’s Centre manager in Blackburn for ten years, still 

travelling from Keighley. 

 

Having had enough of the commute Lisa secured a role with Bradford Council 13 years ago 

and has had several jobs including family support manager, manager of a family centre, 

working on a Sure Start project, working in residential care for teenagers for 18 months and 

setting up a Department for Education project.  She moved to her current Head of Service role 

for Prevention and Early Help three years ago and also has responsibility for youth justice 

services. 
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Lisa is very passionate and loyal about Bradford and always wanted to live and work in the 

district.  She gets frustrated with the bad press Bradford gets and feels that her passion for 

the district would be suited to a role in the tourist information office in the future. 

 

At weekends Lisa likes to explore in her camper van and does a lot of dog walking (her dog is 

only seven months old). 

 

Alex thanked Lisa for letting us get to know her better and explained that the idea behind these 

sessions is for Partnership Board members to see the person behind the role and understand 

how they came to their position on this board. 

 

Vipin agreed that the public image of Bradford is a lot worse than the reality if you live here.  

He thanked Lisa for her presentation and said that if anyone else would like to do it, they would 

be very welcome. 

 

 

6. Ethnography study 

Laura thanked the Partnership Board for her invitation and explained she researched her PhD 

in Bradford for 3½ years, looking at antenatal appointments and engagements.  She started 

the PhD in February 2019 and noted that BSB’s antenatal projects were a bit different then.  

She looked at take-up, who is coming and why, and why they are not attending (and this 

includes partners).  She studied community antenatal programmes (which are above the offer 

from standard antenatal programmes).  Laura developed themes about take-up, had 

conversations, attended meetings, reviewed materials and existing literature.  She also 

undertook systems mapping work and tried to show the context in which antenatal courses 

are being delivered. 

 

Laura described the methods she used in her research and explained how these had to be 

adapted as a result of the pandemic. She contacted pregnant women, midwives, BSB staff 

and project staff. 

 

A large mind map was produced of all projects, services, communities, national services and 

policies.  Laura then updated the themes and tested the mind map.  She looked at as many 

contact points as she could (range of settings, different projects, non-BSB community 

services, social media and pregnant women in a diary study).  Laura carried out specific 

interviews with women and practitioners and saw if they agreed with her theories. 

 

Eight pregnant women were involved in the ethnography she conducted (during the 

pandemic).  These were varied in terms of different ages, ethnicity, whether it was their first 

child or not and whether they were engaged with BSB projects or not.  Some had health issues 

during pregnancy which was a barrier to them taking part in the study. The women used an 

app to record their diary, submit photos etc.   

 

Laura turned to the main findings and explained that all the participants that took part will 

receive a copy of her findings.  

 

The opportunity for practitioners to get to know women and understand their circumstances 

was valued by women and identified by practitioners as significant. It was also highlighted that 

time is required to discuss the antenatal projects with women, describe how they could support 

them and be available to answer questions, not just hand out leaflets. The skills and 

compassion required to do this effectively were also reflected on. 
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The views of family members and different people’s beliefs can influence attendance at 

antenatal courses, however, Midwives are seen as trustworthy and their opinions are valued. 

 

Women preferred to access services in familiar venues and described having the money and 

confidence to travel as a barrier.  There was a preference for flexible timings and formats, 

such as face-to-face and online, and evening sessions. 

 

Laura explained that a barrier for some women was the ‘overwhelm’ in their everyday lives. 

She described this as the pressure of multiple roles and responsibilities, with additional 

examples of health issues during pregnancy, basic life needs not being met, women newly in 

the UK having to report to the Home Office combining to take so much time so they could not 

attend antenatal classes as well. 

 

Laura described how familiarity of local areas, venues, travel, flexible timings of provision 

impacted on women’s ability to access services. Women shared that having the money and 

confidence to travel, particularly to somewhere unfamiliar was a barrier. 

 

Difficulties were identified if certain other agencies, such as social care, shared the building 

where services were offered.  However there were mixed results in relation to whether other 

people accessing services have a similar background and outlook impacted on take up. 

 

Laura proceeded to recommendations she feels able to make as a result of her research.  

  

The first is to develop additional time for contacts such as longer antenatal midwife 

appointments in order to facilitate the development of the trusted relationship.  It is understood 

that a current barrier to this is large caseloads. 

 

There should also be work with training providers towards communication skills and linking 

provision towards personal circumstances (what women can expect from the sessions, how 

helpful they are). 

 

In relation to marketing of antenatal services, messaging should be developed to help 

practitioners talk about the support available.  There should be work on generational projects 

with families and consultation activities with different age groups about why it is okay to ask 

for help. 

 

Laura also recommended the use of local community venues where projects should identify 

private rooms, and have no sharing of information with other agencies. 

 

It was also identified that organising transport for pregnant women, recruiting staff of similar 

backgrounds and delivery at more flexible time such as evenings would remove barriers. 

 

Laura suggested co-production work, looking at the feasibility of her recommendations and 

involving different activities.  The systems map should be used to update the understanding 

of take-up.   

 

Laura’s thesis will be published and available for free online.  Three associated papers will 

also be published.   

 

Vipin thanked Laura for her presentation and said he wished her findings had been available 

earlier for our antenatal projects.  Sarah Exall remarked that it would be useful for 
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commissioners and a plain language summary should be written and circulated and Laura 

confirmed that this is intended.  It was noted that not all the recommendations could 

necessarily be actioned. 

 

Josie thanked BSB and said Laura could not have done her work without us and it is an 

important piece of learning.  Lisa said that she would like to consider the findings in relation to 

the Start for Life offer.  Josie agreed it should feed into what is to happen in the district.  She 

suggested Laura’s work be made into a policy brief and Sarah Exall confirmed that she would 

be happy to comment on a draft. Samina suggested Laura’s work be shared with participants 

and community organisations.   

 

Women’s accessibility to services is an issue regularly discussed and now we have more 

rigorous evidence which had previously been viewed as anecdotal.  Laura’s work was 

mentioned at the Reducing Inequalities Alliance who are keen to see it and to improve 

accessibility of services. 

 

Vipin again thanked Laura and said now we have documented evidence about things that 

have been issues for years. 

 

 

7. Bradford Doulas update 

Gill Thornton confirmed that we have been in regular contact with the project and have 

provided them with additional resources and SystmOne training. 

 

In February they remained behind in resolving the data backlog with key data missing – current 

data was being entered but not the required historical data.  By the March Partnership Board, 

BSB shall provide a comprehensive report on the performance against the objectives, 

assurances have been given by the project that they will have met the Board conditions.   

 

A volunteer training course in the BSB area has been scheduled for September 2023 and we 

are helping to find a suitable venue.   

 

This is very much a work in progress, but BSB are expecting the Doulas will continue to make 

progress.  We hope to bring a positive report to the next meeting, though this project requires 

lots of attention from our team. 

 

Vipin mentioned accessibility for volunteers in the Better Start area which Gwen has regularly 

challenged.  It is good to hear the project are willing to listen and work with us.   

 

Gill noted that Reducing Inequalities in Communities are doing an evaluation of all their 

projects this year.  RIC is ending but there are other opportunities for funding, RIC shall make 

recommendations and BSB will feed into this.  We will bear in mind our issues, and locality if 

there is to be a wider footprint. 

 

Josie observed that her team are not asking more from Bradford Doulas than any other BSB 

projects – just straightforward implementation information.  If a project is not on SystmOne 

and there is no data, the Innovation Hub cannot say with any confidence how the project has 

been doing.  Bradford Doulas have received lots of support but are still quite behind.   
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Vipin thought they should be reminded from the Partnership Board how important evidence is.  

Alex confirmed Bradford Doulas are very aware of scrutiny from the Partnership Board.  BSB 

have been very clear about the 31 March cut-off point. 

 

Action: There will be a full report and decision about Bradford Doulas at our March 

meeting. 

 

 

8. Chair and Community Board member recruitment  

Alex advised that Vipin is nearing the end of his current term as Chair, he has confirmed that 

he is happy to continue in the role, but this does provide an opportunity for the Board to 

consider whether they would like to explore an alternative.  If anyone wishes to stand or would 

like a further discussion about the role, they should contact Alex directly.  Alex would also 

welcome any suggestions regarding an alternative Chair, or for board members to contact her 

should they be supportive of Vipin remaining in the role. 

 

There is currently one Community Board member vacancy, a further four Community Board 

members’ terms are due to end on 31 May.  A recruitment process will be undertaken, 

including consideration of existing Community Board Members who wish to serve a further 

term, which will try to ensure a suitable balance of community representation with the terms 

of new recruits taking us to the end of the programme.  It is anticipated that adverts will go out 

before Easter and recruitment shall be after Eid.   

 

Alex asked all to please publicise the vacancies and talk to members of the community who 

may wish to consider such a role.  Vipin remarked that the next two years are really important 

for us and he mentioned sustainability.  He and Alex are working hard to increase attendance 

at Partnership Board meetings. 

 

Action: Board Members to contact Alex with alternative Chair suggestions or 

confirmation that they are happy for Vipin to continue in the role 

 

Recruitment of new Community Board members will be undertaken during April and 

May.  Alex asked all to please publicise the vacancies. 

 

 

9. Programme Monthly Report 

Gill Thornton shared highlights from the work happening across the programme over the last 

month. 

 

This includes the work undertaken with the early years, midwifery and nursing future 

workforce, this year the whole cohort of 68 first year midwifery students shall undertake 

placements with BSB and our projects.  We are also continuing to offer nursing placements 

and are due to speak to Bradford College about childcare course students and inputting into 

the curriculum.   

 

The placements support students to understand the importance of prevention and provides 

opportunities to engage with parents and children in a very different way to clinical placements.   

 

The next round of Virtual Live Learning sessions are starting this week and have been 

promoted to project and programme staff.   
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Gill Thornton shared that the Talking Together project have provided input into a pamphlet 

about the home learning environment which is being presented at the National Literacy Trust’s 

Talk to your Baby conference.  

 

Alex mentioned the Annual Event on 16 March which is online, a further invitation will be 

forwarded.  The event will share learning from across the 5 sites including break out sessions 

featuring A Better Start’s three main programme outcomes.  Alex will also be attending the 

ABS policy roundtable with the Cross Government Advisory Group on Family Policy. This is 

bringing together senior representatives from 6 government departments who keen for ABS 

to help shape the agenda for their first meeting of the wider advisory group at the end of March. 

 

BSB are very involved in the development of the local Start for Life offer.  The delivery plan 

has been agreed and we are exploring the extension of some of our projects into Start for 

Life’s district-wide offer.  Resources are limited but seven projects are directly named in the 

delivery plan. 

 

Gill Thornton shared that we have been instrumental in the initiation of the development of a 

Sleep pathway.  Core20plus5 and Public Health are developing a specification to develop 

some sleep provision through the Family Hubs. 

 

Sola confirmed that a candidate has accepted a job offer (subject to references) of Senior 

Data Administrator after being interviewed today.  Gill Thornton confirmed that job adverts are 

about to go out for the posts of Community Engagement Manager and Administrator on the 

BSB staff team. 

 

Gill Thornton moved on to Implementation and noted there is a ‘bottleneck’ of project reviews 

in late 2023, so we have worked with the Innovation Hub to produce a revised timeline.  There 

will also be an August Commissioning Advisory Group meeting, which is not usual.   

 

The recent Volunteer Fair was very successful with about 50 attendees.  We have received 

13 applications for the latest round of the HEY Fund and the panel meeting is at the beginning 

of March.   

 

A Men’s Information Market is being held on 28 February at Laisterdyke Community Centre 

which is a joint event with other organisations.  The Communications team have continued to 

effectively promote activities and events during their manager’s absence.  Gill Thornton 

mentioned our latest News Update, a press release about the HEY Fund and we have 

reprinted our Top Talking Tips booklets and wallcharts.   

 

The Family and Community Engagement team are also currently operating without a manager, 

but Gill Thornton said the team continue to be very effective in the work they do.  We are 

currently looking to engage a new cohort of dads.  The first round of HEY Fund projects is 

going well and there will be a report to the Commissioning Advisory Group about its progress 

in March.   

 

Gill Thornton confirmed we are asking for sustainability plans from projects and this will also 

be reported to the Commissioning Advisory Group in March.  We have received the plans from 

most of our projects. 

 

BSB want to consult the Partnership Board on the structure and content of the Programme 

Monthly Reports and whether these are useful to them.  Gill Thornton shared four questions 
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she proposes to ask; if the reports are useful, the amount of information, if it covers all the 

areas they expect and if it is in the right format or should be presented in a different way.  She 

confirmed that the Innovation Hub will provide their content for the report quarterly. 

 

Gill Thornton asked if we should send out a survey or discuss the matter at a future Partnership 

Board meeting.  Board members felt that sending a questionnaire would be helpful with 

responses shared at a future Partnership Board if discussion needed. 

 

Action: Gill Thornton to send a questionnaire about structure and content of the 

Programme Monthly Report to the Partnership Board. 

 

 

10. Any other business 

Josie shared ‘BiB Fest’ which is to be held on 3 and 4 July 2023.  The first day is for young 

people and the second day is for practitioners, community members and academics.  She will 

arrange for a flyer to sent out and asked all to publicise it.  Alex added that she has agreed to 

be on a panel at the event.   

 

Finally, Vipin asked everyone if they had felt able to participate in this meeting and all agreed 

that they did. 

 

 

11. Date of next meeting 

The next meeting is on Thursday 23 March 2023, provisionally via Zoom, starting at 9.30 am.  

 

The meeting closed at 7.10 pm. 

 


